"Do your homework." "Clean your room." "Get a job." "Go out for a sport." "Get some exercise."

Sound familiar? These parental urgings echo in most teenager ears and many times, receive little if any response. So how do you get your teen motivated? Here are some suggestions.

First you need to understand that some teenagers are naturally more motivated than others. And different moods can help or kill their motivation. Be understanding of both their personality and their moods, and know that some teenagers just choose their own timetable of when they want to be motivated in certain things. That's not to say that these tips will not help, they should, but do not expect your teenager to be motivated in all things at all times.

So why does your teenager sometimes feel unmotivated? Here are few reasons:

Your teenager has a low self-esteem and sets low expectations.
Your teenager's peers have no ambitions.
Your teenager wants easy and quick answers.
Your teenager cannot see their own potential.
Your teenager does not care or is worried about other problems.
The environment is not conducive to motivation.

So how do you change the above? Understand that there are two types of motivation: intrinsic motivation or doing something for fun and enjoyment, and extrinsic motivation or doing something that brings a reward. Intrinsic motivation is a more true and long-lasting form of motivation while extrinsic motivation usually dies after the reward is procured. So how do you teach your teenager intrinsic motivation? Here are a few things you can teach your teenager:

• Finishing. Teach them to avoid quitting as it can be a habit.
• Learning. Help them learn how to self-educate. Give them the tools to do this such as computers, books, and ability to travel when needed.

• Socialization. If they hang around motivated teenagers, they should automatically pick up motivating habits.

• Goal setting. Teach them to set small goals to achieve larger goals.

• Talents and skills. Get them interested in things they are good at.

• Risk-taking. Show them that it is important to take risks every now and again to get to where we want. Explain what risks you had to take to get where you are now.

Sometimes motivation depends on what your teenager is willing to give up. Distractions such as television and the internet can hamper your teenager's motivation. Do not make it a punishment by just taking away the television and internet, but encourage your teenager to get involved in outside events such as sports, a job, or other school clubs and activities to show them that time does not need to be always spent in front of a screen. Hopefully these tips and ideas can get your teenager the motivation to become ambitious to do their homework, get a job, have fun, and learn constantly.
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